Overview:

STANLEY Healthcare + STANLEY Security

Together, Keeping Communities & Residents Safe

Today’s Senior Living communities rely on cost-effective safety and security technologies to protect their residents, staff and facilities, while enabling resident independence and dignity and improving operational efficiency. By serving as a single source provider to meet all of a facility’s safety and security system needs, STANLEY Healthcare enables greater control, reduced complexity, and improved performance to the communities it serves. The combined industry-leading capabilities and market experience of STANLEY Healthcare and the comprehensive facility security systems and integrated services from STANLEY Security, provide the communities we serve with the broadest range of safety, security and facility management solutions available today.

Video Surveillance
STANLEY’s video surveillance systems are designed to capture and record images from your community for routine surveillance or event-related activity.

Cameras
We provide a variety of high-resolution cameras, suitable for any environment. Cameras can include infrared illuminators for low light conditions and microphones to record audio.

Digital Video Recording and Management
Automatically capture, digitize and compress high-resolution video images of alarms, alerts and events. Video recording can be triggered by motion detected within a camera’s view.

Video Management Software
View live and recorded camera images from on-site workstations, or remotely via password-protected internet access. Save, export or email video related to events.

Electronic Access Control
STANLEY’s industry-leading access control systems combine software, door controllers, and a variety of readers, cards and key fobs to provide secure, reliable 24-hour controlled access to your community. Our systems can incorporate the use of wireless, card-reader-controlled locks, which are ideal for resident rooms.

Benefits
• Provides the ability to restrict and control access to certain storage rooms, offices, medication dispensary rooms, etc.
• Eliminates or reduces the dependence on traditional keys and eliminates the need to collect keys or re-key locks due to staff turnover
• Provides a documented audit trail of who entered a controlled room and when
Electronic Locks & Hardware
STANLEY offers a large variety of electronic locks, locking systems, manual door locks, keyed systems, pad locks, safe and vault locks. STANLEY owns the following industry-leading products:

Best Access Systems provides high quality mechanical access solutions, featuring the interchangeable core and Masterkey system.

Sargent & Greenleaf is a world leader in high security locks and locking systems.

Precision Hardware offers quality panic hardware, with touchbar and crossbar type devices for hollow metal doors, wood doors, aluminum stile and rail doors.

Doors
In 1932, The STANLEY Works invented the first automatic door and now STANLEY is the largest manufacturer, installer and service provider of door automation in the US. With over 80 years of experience and millions of installs worldwide, STANLEY is proud to work with quality global materials to create dependable products in our US based factories.

The STANLEY Rush Revolving Door Line
Provides a wide variety of choices for convenient, energy-efficient revolving doors that are ideal for many applications.

Intrusion & Fire Alarm Systems
STANLEY’s certified security experts design, install, inspect, monitor and maintain code compliant intrusion and fire alarm systems from industry leading platforms, including Bosch and Honeywell. The systems are designed and installed to protect staff, residents and visitors and reduce business risks.

Security Systems Integration
STANLEY Security is the only true national security system integrator serving the US and Canada, with global security capabilities. Our highly skilled and trained technicians install security products from many leading brands, including Honeywell, Lenel, Genetec, Axis, Sonitrol, PACOM, EyeLock, HIKVision, StanleyPAC, and many others. We provide centralized monitoring for all of our clients’ systems from four UL-, ULC-, and FM-approved ProtectionNet™ Customer Service Centers located throughout the US and Canada.